
90CM CERAMIC FREESTANDING COOKER                
DAN90CE

Oven Features
• 8 Functions:  

Fan Grill, Fan Forced, Grill, Fan Assist, 
Bottom Element with Fan, Defrost, Light.

• Closed door grilling
• Removable inner glass for easy cleaning
• Double glazed
• Fully programmable timer 

with delay cooking
• Adjustable feet
• 5 shelf positions
• 2 lights
• 116 litre oven capacity
• 2 dual zone high speed elements
• 12 stage temperature control on all elements
• 32 amp connection

Accessories Included
• 2 x Oven Racks
• 1 x Oven Tray
• 1 x Grill Handle
• 1 x Grill Pan
• 1 x Grill Insert

Power Specifications
Output Power: ?????? 
Power: ?????
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Oven Light

Oven light Illuminates the cooking process.

Top and Bottom Element 

Heat from the top and bottom elements provide traditional baking. 

Great for bread and cakes.

Fan Assisted

Circulates hot air from the top to the bottom element - melt the cheese 

Fan Forced

Circulates the hot air for baking on more than one shelf.

Grill

Inner part of the upper element.

Double Grill

Double grill uses the inner and outer top element for a larger grill area.

Grill with Fan

Ideal for grilling medium and thicker cuts of meat.

Bottom Element

Heat from the bottom element only for reheating pies and pastries.

Top Element

Heat from the top element ideal for browning lasagna or pie crusts.

 

Defrosting with Fan

The fan circulates room temperature air to halve defrosting times.

Gas with Fan

Fan circulates the air for even cooking and allows cooking on more 

than one shelf.

Gas

Traditional gas cooking.

Pyrolitic

The oven temperature is taken up to almost 500° C where baking  

residues are reduced to ash.

Bottom Element With Fan

This combination is ideal for anything that needs a crispy underside 

as pizzas, breads. It can also be used for one stage pastry.

Double Grill With Fan 

The grill with fan distributes heat. This method can reduce cooking  

times by 35% ideal for meats poultry if you’ve after a Rotisserie result.

  Rotisserie

  It is ideal for cooking on the spit. Ideal for roasting chicken, lamb & pork.
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Description
90cm, 5 zone high speed ceramic 
cook top with 8 function electric oven

Product Dimensions
900 x 600 x 875/930

Package Dimensions
900 x 600 x 875/930???

Installation Information
Optimum ventilation will ensure cabinets and oven 
components to remain cooler and prevent possible 
overheating of the oven.
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DIMENSIONS & INSTALLATION                
DAN90CE

RRP
$1950

2 Year 
Parts & Labour




